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Observing the ocean at high resolution

●  OSCAHR (Observing 
Submesoscale Coupling 
At High Resolution)

● Only in the years 2000s 
models and (some) 
satellites approached a 
resolution able to show fine 
scale organised patterns 

● In-situ observations are 
still few (and challenging)

After Chelton et al. 2001

Strong interaction with ecology



  

Observing the ocean at high resolution

ESA



  

Observing the ocean at high resolution

McWilliams, 2016



  

Submesoscale coupling: physics and 
biology

the stirring induced by mesoscale  →  frontogenesis → steep density gradients →  
strong three-dimensional ageostrophic circulations :

- intense vertical velocities (e.g. Klein and Lapeyre, 2009)

- instabilities attepting to restore  the stratication in the upper mixed layer 
(e.g. Fox-Kemper et al., 2008)

- local microstructure turbulence (forward energy cascade, e.g. Molemaker et al., 
2010).

Effects on phytoplankton

Effects on biogeochemical cycles and 
trophic webs (Lévy et al., 2012)



  

The OSCAHR voyage

Adaptive sampling + Lagrangian approach + Interdisciplinary 
measurements with cutting edge technologies (MVP, 

Cytoflowrimeters ...)

29 October to 6 November 2015



  

     Satellites: used before, during and after the voyage.

Objectives of this work: 

● Extend and interpret the OSCAHR observations

● Insight of the mechanisms driving small scale 
features in the NW Med

Looking at OSCAHR from space



  

     Satellites: used before, during and after the voyage.

Objectives of this work: 

● Extend and interpret the OSCAHR observations

● Insight of the mechanisms driving small scale 
features in the NW Med

Looking at OSCAHR from space

Evaluation on how different remote
 sensing products relate 
to in-situ “equivalents”   



  

Methods 

- Visual comparison → general idea, but not easy to quantify
- Pixel by pixel comparison → quantitative, but too strict (and potentially misleading)

Evaluation 

Remote-sensing products 
- Sea Surface Temperature (1 km)
- Sea Surface Chlorophyll (~ 1km re-analysis)
- Altimetry (~25 km) → ocean currents
- Scatterometer (~25 km) → wind

In-situ observations
- Termosalinograph
- Fluorimeter
- ADCP
- Tethys's weather station

Modeling 
- WRF atmospheric model (wind)



  

Evaluation: can we see from space the patterns 
observed during OSCAHR?

A case where pixel by pixel comparison works very well!



  

Evaluation: can we see from space the patterns 
observed during OSCAHR?

A case where pixel by pixel comparison works well if we take 
account of the product's features → Chl & coastal waters



  

Evaluation: can we see from space the patterns 
observed during OSCAHR?

A case where pixel by pixel does not work well: wind directions

N.S.
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observed during OSCAHR?

A case where pixel by pixel does not work well: wind directions
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HELP! Regional model



  

Evaluation: can we see from space the patterns 
observed during OSCAHR?

A case where pixel by pixel does not work well: wind directions

N.S.

HELP! Regional model

1. Possible effects of topography  (data are never too far from the coast)
2. Scatterometer has a very rough resolution

3. Patterns in the model may be displaced

Use wind data with care (especially point by point)



  

     Satellites: used before, during and after the voyage.

Objectives of this work: 

● Extend and interpret the OSCAHR observations

● Insight of the mechanisms driving small scale 
features in the NW Med

Looking at OSCAHR from space



  

Focus on a fine-scale feature

Patch of colder waters Patch of high Chl



  

Focus on a fine-scale feature

Prochlorococcus Synechococcus

Patch of high abundance of Prochlorococcus



  

Focus on a fine-scale feature



  

The satellite point of view
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The satellite point of view
Sea Surface 
Temperature
[C]



  

The satellite point of view
Sea Surface 
Temperature
[C]



  

Why is the “patch” there?
● Hypothesis  #1: Horizontal advection of waters having 

different origin → mesoscale horizontal transport (2-D effect)

● Hypothesis  #2: Vertical movements associated with strong 
wind events (3-D effect)



  

Why? Horizontal advection structures patterns of SST, 
Chl and phytoplanktonic communities (Lévy et al. 2012, 
d'Ovidio et al. 2010)

How? Use SST and SChl to identify patch + altrimetry 
and a Lagrangian scheme to study its origin

Hypothesis #1: Advection

Observed phytoplankton type
Estimated phytoplankton type 

(Advection)



  

Identification of the “patch”
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Th= 0.18 ug/L



  

Advection of the patch back in time
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Advection of the patch back in time



  

Advection of the “cold patch”
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Advection of the “cold patch”



  

SST time series along particles 
trajectories



  

Hypothesis #1: Advection?

Sudden change in temperature and no “slow cooling” along the 
trajectory

It is unlikely that advection is responsible for the “patch”



  

Why? Ekman pumping has been observed to affect primary 
productivity (Gaube et al.,2013)

How? Scatterometry and WRF model to compute Ekman 
pumping + SST

Hypothesis #2: Ekman pumping



  

Ekman pumping in the region of study



  

Ekman pumping and SST prior to 
OSCAHR



  

Ekman pumping and SST prior to 
OSCAHR

Strong wind weather event: intense vertical movementsStrong wind weather event: intense vertical movements



  

Ekman pumping and SST prior to 
OSCAHR

Strong wind weather event: intense vertical movements

Mostly negative vertical velocities



  

Persistent vertical velocities



  

Persistent vertical velocities

Ekman pumping is likely to underpin the observed “patch” 

Evidence of persisting upward vertical velocities and strong wind 
events prior the voyage near where the patch was observed



  

Conclusions

 - Remote sensing performs quite well in the region of study (with 
limitations due to the proximity of the coast)

- The “patch” observed during OSCAHR is unlikely to be caused 
by horizontal advection

- Persistent Ekman pumping is more likely
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Backup slides



  

Adaptive sampling strategy
(Target the structures!)

Land Server
(retrieval + processing)

Remote sensed 
measurements

In-situ campaing

Data and

Figures Daily
Bulletin

SPASSO
Software Package for an 
Adaptive Satellite-based 

Sampling for Ocean campaigns

[d'Ovidio 2010, Nencioli et al 2011]

(& Numerical ModelingForecast)



  

Intensity Direction

NRT-d0 vs ADCP 
(34m)

0.37 0.51

NRT-d6 vs ADCP 
(34m)

0.42 0.41

DT vs ADCP (34m) 0.43 0.48

DT + Ekman vs 
ADCP(34m)

0.45 0.39



  



  



  

Ekman pumping
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